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[57] ABSTRACT 
Solid state quantum mechanical electron or hole wave 
devices which are analogous to optical thin-film devices 
provide, among other things, energy selectivity for 
substantially ballistic electron or hole wave propagation 
in superlattice structures at energies above the superlat-
tice potential energy barriers. Further, in accordance 
with the inventive method, the inventive devices may 
be designed by transforming existing optical thin-film 
design methods and existing optical interference filter 
designs into inventive semiconductor devices. This 
transformation from existing optical design methods 
and existing optical interference filter designs into semi-
conductor devices is performed for electron devices by 
mapping the optical phase index of refraction into a first 
solid state index of refraction for phase quantities which 
is proportional to the square root of the product of the 
electron kinetic energy and the electron effective mass 
and by mapping the optical amplitude index of refrac-
tion into a second solid state index of refraction for 
amplitude quantities which is proportional to the square 
root of the electron kinetic energy divided by the elec-
tron effective mass. 
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2 
cently been provided by experimental results in GaAs. 
As such, it is expected that when the length of the re-
gion to be traversed is on the same order as the electron 
mean free path (mfp ), a sizable fraction of the electrons This invention was made with Government support 
under Contract No. DAAL03-897-l -K-0059 awarded 
by U.S. Army Research Office. The Government has 
certain rights in the invention. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
5 will traverse it ballistically. For example, although the 
mfp in silicon is on the order of 100 Angstroms (A), the 
mfp for electrons in GaAs is approximately 10 times 
greater. 
In the interest of investigating the efficacy of fabricat-
The present invention pertains to solid state quantum 10 ing such ballistic electron devices, experiments have 
mechanical electron and hole wave devices and method been described in the prior art in which a GaAs layer is 
for fabricating them and, in particular, to solid state sandwiched between two layers of an alloy of AIGaAs. 
quantum mechanical electron and hole wave devices They report that AIGaAs is a suitable material for use 
such as, without limitation, low pass filters, high pass therein because it has the same lattice constant as GaAs 
filters, narrow band and wide band notch filters, narrow 15 and, as a result, it can be grown epitaxially thereon. In 
band and wide band bandpass filters, impedance trans- addition, further reported experiments have shown that 
formers, resonant electron and hole emitters, and so ballistic hole motion also occurs in GaAs, albeit at a 
forth and method for fabricating them. lower fraction than that which occurs for electron 
Recent progress in semiconductor growth technolo- motion due to the peculiar band structure of the valence 
gies, particularly in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and 20 band of GaAs. 
metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), As a consequence of the recent references available in 
enable those of ordinary skill in the art to grow multi- the prior art, there exists a need for electron and/or hole 
layered superlattice structures with precise monolayer filter devices, such as low pass, high pass, notch and 
compositional control. For example, successively bandpass filters which can be used to fabricate solid 
grown layers of narrow and wide band gap semicon- 25 state devices requiring energy selectivity such as elec-
ductor materials such as GaAs and Gal-xAlxAs have troluminescent devices, photodetectors, ballistic transis-
been produced and widely used to provide multiple tors and so forth. 
quantum well structures. In fact, there are many refer-
ences in the prior art which are concerned with the use 
of these superlattice structures in resonant tunneling 30 
superlattice/multiple quantum well devices. Specifi-
cally, in such devices, a superlattice is formed by grow-
ing successive layers of narrow and wide band gap 
semiconductor material epitaxially and the materials 
and the widths of the layers in these devices are chosen 35 
so that quantum states which arise from spatial quanti-
zation effects in adjacent wells become coupled. Fur-
ther, in such devices, the interaction of these coupled 
states leads to the formation of minibands of allowed 
energies through which carriers can tunnel. 40 
Most of the above-described resonant tunneling 
superlattice devices disclosed in the prior art comprise a 
single quantum well, two barrier structure and such 
devices are of great interest as high frequency micro-
wave oscillators. Recently, however, resonant tunnel- 45 
ing through a multiple layer structure consisting of 
three wells and four barriers has been demonstrated in 
the GaAs/ AIGaAs material system. Further, these 
structures have potential use as high energy injectors 
for electroluminescent devices, photodetectors, and fast 50 
ballistic transistors 
In addition to the above, there are prior art references 
which disclose the use of superlattices to provide mini-
band and forbidden energy bands at carrier energies 
above the barrier heights in order to produce negative 55 
differential resistance effects or to act as low-transmis-
sivity blocking contacts. 
In further addition to the above, there is presently 
great interest in the art in providing devices which 
exhibit high speed operation. Specifically, a major fac- 60 
tor affecting the speed of semiconductor devices is the 
transit times of electrons from the input to the output 
terminals. If one can provide electrons which pass 
through the semiconductor without any scattering 
events, namely by "ballistic" or "collisionless" motion, 65 
then the transit time will be minimized and the potential 
speed of the devices will be maximized. The possibility 
of ballistic motion in semiconductor materials has re-
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
Embodiments of the present invention solve the 
aboveidentified need in the art by providing solid state 
quantum mechanical electron and hole wave devices 
which can provide, among other things, energy selec-
tivity. In preferred embodiments of the present inven-
tion, energy selectivity is provided for substantially 
ballistiO electrOn wave propagation in superlattices at 
energies above the superlattice potential barriers. Fur-
ther, in accordance with the inventive method set forth 
below, the inventive devices may be designed by trans-
forming existing optical thin-film design methods and 
existing optical interference filter designs into inventive 
semiconductor devices. 
Specifically, embodiments of the present invention 
comprise solid state: low pass filters; high pass filters; 
narrow band and wide band notch filters; narrow band 
and wide band bandpass filters; impedance transformers 
which are analogous to optical antireflection coatings; 
and high reflectance devices which are analogous to 
mirrors. Further specifically, these inventive solid state 
devices may be designed in accordance with the inven-
tive method by transforming existing optical thin-film 
design methods and existing optical interference filter 
designs into inventive semiconductor devices. This 
transformation from existing optical design methods 
and existing optical interference filter designs into semi-
conductor devices is performed for electron devices by 
mapping the optical phase index of refraction into a first 
solid state index of refraction for phase quantities which 
is proportional to the square root of the product of the 
electron kinetic energy and the electron effective mass 
and by mapping the optical amplitude index of refrac-
tion into a second solid state index of refraction for 
amplitude quantities which is proportional to the square 
root of the electron kinetic energy kinetic energy di-
vided by the electron effective mass. That is, the map-
ping which makes an exact analogy between the quan-
tum mechanical electron wave and the electromagnetic 
3 
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4 
optical wave comprises using the following electron 
wavevector: 
=[2m*(E-JI)]! 
which may be realized in nature are constrained by the 
available material indices of refraction, the design of 
the analogous semiconductor devices such as super lat-
tice interference filters will be constrained by the fact 
for the optical wavevector and using teh following 
electron wave amplitude refractive index: 
nJ(amp/itude)=[(E- Jl)/mJ]! 
5 that the thicknesses of Ia Yers in the superlattices are 
restricted to be integer multiples of monolayer thick-
nesses and by the fact that the requirement of substan-
tially collisionless transport for the carriers limits the 
usable composition ranges of the materials. This occurs 
in expressions for reflectivity and transmissivity at a 
boundary, which expressions are well known to those 
of ordinary skill in the art from electromagnetic design. 
10 because the requirement of collisionless transport often 
precludes using material compositions which have indi-
rect band gaps. Nevertheless, as should be clear to those 
of ordinary skill in the art, one may use a trial and error 
method of determining which designs are physically 
realizable. However, in a preferred embodiment of the 
As a result, the use of these mappings between optical 
15 quantities and solid state quantities, enables one to use 
weII known optical designs to provide analogous solid 
state filter devices which have Butterworth, Cheby-
shev, elliptic function, or other well known filter char-
acteristics. In addition, the inventive solid state filter 20 devices can be incorporated monolithically into transis-
tor structures in order to increase their speed. 
As will be described in further detail below in the 
Detailed Description, the efficacy of the mapping be-
tween the electromagnetic optical waves and quantum 5 
mechanical electron waves depends on the utilization of 2 
ballistio electron transport in the solid state materials, i 
e., the condition where electrons travel through the 
solid state materials without being scattered by devia-
tions from crystalline perfection. The ballistic electrons 30 have energies above the potential barriers jn the solid 
state materials and exhibit quantum mechanical plane 
wave behavior. Further, since these plane waves main-
tain their phase through the device, these coherent 
waves will refract, reflect, interfere, and diffract in a 35 
manner which is analogous to the behavior of electro-
magnetic waves traveling through dielectrics. 
Doping of semiconductors is not important for the 
embodiments of the present invention, however, it pre-
ferred to exclude doping in order to avoid scattering 
within the materials. This provides a further advantage 40 
for the inventive devices because the absence of doping 
makes them easier to fabricate. 
Present developments in the field of providing solid 
state materials, such as, for example, materials grown by 5 MBE and/or by MOCVD have produced improved 4 
products which provide for substantially ballistic elec-
tron transport. Thus, the use of multilayer super lattices 
comprised of materials which substantially support 
ballistic electron transport are used to form embodi-
50 ments of the present invention in which electrons are 
injected into superlattice structures at energies above 
the corresponding potential energy barriers to provide 
electron interference effects which are exactly analo-
gous to those which occur in electromagnetic wave 
propagation in dielectric films. As a result, the quantita- 55 
tive mapping between quantum mechanical electron 
wav propagation in semiconductors and electromag-
netic optical wave propagation in dielectrics can be 
used to translate thin-film optical device designs into 60 
semiconductor superlattice designs. 
Although we have discovered that electron wave 
propagation at energies above the potential barriers can 
be mathematically described by a mapping between 
quantum mechanical electron waves in semiconductors 65 and electromagnetic optical waves in dielectrics, semi-
conductor superlattice interference tilt er designs, for 
example, cannot merely be copies of thin-film optical 
filter designs. This is because, although optical designs 
inventive method which is described in detail below in 
the Detailed Description comprises a systematic 
method for determining superlattice designs which 
meet the appropriate physical constraints. 
First embodiments of the inventive solid state elec-
tron wave devices comprise solid state analogs of 
Fabry-Perot optical interference filters which are fabri-
cated from alloys of AIGaAs and GaAs. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 
A complete understanding of the present invention 
may be gained by considering the following detailed 
description in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawing, in which: 
FIG. 1 shows, in pictorial form, an electron superlat 
tice interference filter fabricated in accordance with the 
present invention; 
FIG. 2 shows, in pictorial form, the energy level 
diagram and the material composition of the electron 
superlattice interference filter of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 shows, in pictorial form the index refraction 
diagram of an optical thin film interference filter which 
is the optical analog of the electron superlattice interfer-
ence filter of FIG. 1; and 
FIG. 4 shows, in pictorial form, the transmissivity of 
the electron superlattice interference filter of FIG. 1. 
To facilitate understanding, identical reference nume-
rals are used to designate elements common to the fig-
ures. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
FIG. 1 shows, in pictorial form, an electron wave 
superlattice interference filter 100 fabricated in accor-
dance with the present invention. Inventive filter 100 
provides a narrow bandpass transmission filter for spe-
cific incident electron kinetic energies which are 
greater than the heights of the potential barriers of the 
materials which comprise layers 101-109 of superlattice 
100 and input layer 131 and output layer 132. As will be 
described in detail below, the thicknesses of layers 
101-109, the compositions of the materials comprising 
layers 101-109 and the heights of the potential barriers 
of layers 101-109 are determined in accordance with 
the inventive method by utilizing a mapping between 
quantum mechanical electron waves in semiconductors 
and electromagnetic optical waves in dielectrics. The 
inventive method advantageously uses this mapping to 
apply existing thin film optical design techniques and 
existing optical designs to design corresponding solid 
state quantum mechanical electron wave devices. 
FIG. 2 shows, in pictorial form, the energy level 
diagram and the material composition of the electron 
5 
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superlattice interference filter of FIG. 1. As shown in 
FIG. 2, input and output layers 131 and 132, respec-
tively, are comprised of GaossAlo.4sAs. Superlattice 
120 is comprised of quarter-wavelength layer 101 of 
GaAs, quarter-wavelength layer 102 of Gao.ssAlo.4sAs, 5 
quarter-wavelength layer 103 of GaAs, quarter-
wavelength layer 104 ofGao.ssAlo.4sAs, half-wavelength 
layer 105 of GaAs, quarter-wavelength layer 106 of 
Gao.ssAlo.4sAs, quarter wavelength layer 107 of GaAs, 
quarter-wavelength layer 108 of Gao.ssAlo.4sAs, and 10 
quarter-wavelength layer 109 of GaAs, where the term 
quarter-wavelength and half-wavelength will be de-
fined below. Further, as shown in FIG. l, the thick-
nesses of layers 101, 103, 107, and 109 are each six (6) 
monolayers of GaAs, i.e., 16.9599 A, and the thick- 15 
nesses of layers 102, 104, 106 and 108 are each nine (9) 
monolayers of Gao.ssAlo.4sAs, i.e., 25.4398 A, where 
we have taken a monolayer of both GaAs and Ga0.-
55AI0.45As to be 2.82665 A. Still further, as shown in 
FIG. 1, the thickness of layer 105 is twice that of layer 20 
101. 
FIG. 4 shows, in pictorial form, the transmissivity of 
electron superlattice interference filter 100 of FIG. 1. 
The pass electron kinetic energy, determined in the 
manner explained below by reference to the kinetic 25 
energy of an electron in input Gao.ssAlo.4sAs layer 131, 
is 0.139 eV and the passband has a full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of 0.003 eV, which passband is 
only 2.2% of the pass electron kinetic energy. Further, 
it is important to note that the inventive filter advanta- 30 
geously provides a transmission at maximum which is 
substantially equal to 100%. 
We will now describe the inventive method which 
provides a quantitative mapping between quantum me-
chanical electron waves in semiconductor materials and 35 
electromagnetic optical waves in dielectrics. The map-
ping is then used, in the manner that is explained below, 
to translate existing optical design methods and existing 
optical designs into methods and designs for analogous 
solid state devices. In accordance with the inventive 40 
method, the mapping comprises: (1) mapping optical 
phase effects by using an "electron wave phase refrac-
tive index" that is proportional to the square root of the 
product of the electron effective mass and the electron 
kinetic energy and (2) mapping optical amplitude ef- 45 
fects by using an "electron wave amplitude refractive 
index" that is proportional to the square root of the 
ratio of the kinetic energy to the effective mass. 
It is important to note that the above-described map-
ping applies to the case of electron waves in semicon- 50 
ductor materials, which case depends, in turn, on the 
fact that: (1) the electrons have energies above the po-
tential barriers in the semiconductor materials -note 
electron energy E in FIG. 2-and (2) the electrons 
exhibit ballistic or collisionless motion in the semicon- 55 
ductor materials. It is also important to further note that 
the extent to which the practical embodiments of the 
inventive devices conform with the designs described 
herein depends on the amount of ballistic motion which 
occurs in the materials out of which they are fabricated. 60 
This means that the behavior of the inventive devices 
will more closely resemble the desired and designed 
characteristics if the electron transport within the mate-
rials is substantially ballistic. However, it is also impor-
tant to note that the inventive devices will also perform 65 
in accordance with the designed characteristics, albeit 
in a degraded fashion, if the electron transport is not 
substantially ballistic, i.e., their performance will 
"gracefully" degrade. However, present fabrication 
techniques in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal 
organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), enable 
those of ordinary skill in the art to grow multilayered 
super lattice structures with precise monolayer composi-
tional control and with materials which provide sub-
stantially ballistic electron transport. In addition, dop-
ing of semiconductors is not important for the embodi-
ments of the present invention however it preferred to 
exclude doping in order to avoid scattering within the 
materials. This provides a further advantage for the 
inventive devices because the absence of doping makes 
them easier to fabricate. 
As set forth above, the inventive method depends on 
a mapping between quantum mechanical electron 
waves and optical electromagnetic waves. Further, it is 
important to note that the mapping provides an exact 
parallel between quantities for quantum mechanical 
electron waves and electromagnetic optical waves. 
This mapping was determined, as explained in Appen-
dix I, by examining the behavior of electron waves at a 
potential energy barrier and comparing it with the be-
havior of electromagnetic waves at the boundary be-
tween two dielectrics. The mapping differs for phase 
effects, which depend on path differences, and for am-
plitude effects. For phase effects, the electron wave 
phase refractive index ne(phase) is proportional to the 
square root of the product of the effective mass and the 
kinetic energy, i.e., ne(phase) is proportional to 
[m*(E- V)]!. 
For amplitude effects such as transmissivity and re-
flectivity, the electron wave amplitude refractive index 
ne(amplitude) is proportional to the square root of the 
ratio of the kinetic energy to the effective mass., i.e., 
ne(amplitude) is proportional to [(E-V)/m*]!. 
Note the following important factors concerning the 
mapping of the inventive method: (1) even though elec-
tromagnetic optical waves involve polarization and the 
mapping for amplitude effects is a single parameter 
which has dimensionality, there appears to be no incon-
sistency because, as shown in Appendix II, only dimen-
sionless ratios of the electron wave amplitude refractive 
indices appear in the transmissivity and reflectivity 
expressions for electron waves; (2) both the phase effect 
and amplitude effect electron wave refractive indices 
exhibit "normal" dispersion, i.e., they increase with 
decreasing wavelength or increasing energy; and (3) 
although semiconductor materials (a) may have non-
parabolic bandstructure in terms of E vs. k, i.e., energy 
vs. momentum, and (b) may have band structures which 
vary with a particular direction of electron wave prop-
agation in the material, these effects may be incorpo-
rated into the inventive method by using an energy 
dependent, anisotropic effective mass m* Thus, even 
though the allowed wavevector surface is no longer 
spherical in the presence of anisotropy, all of the inven-
tive design methods set forth herein still apply, pro-
vided the energy dependent anisotropic effective mass 
is used in the analysis. 
In summary, quantum mechanical electron waves in 
semiconductors and electromagnetic optical waves in 
dielectrics exhibit transmission, refleotion, interference, 
and diffraction characteristics that are analogous to 
each other. As described above and as shown in Appen-
dix I, we have analyzed quantum interference effects 
for the general case of any number of boundaries and 
any angle of incidence and from these results we have 
discovered a mapping between electromagnetic and 
7 
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quantum mechanical quantities. As a result existing 
optical device designs now have electron and hole 
wave device counterparts. This mapping was derived, 
as shown in Appendix I, by recognizing that continuity 
of the quantum wave function across a potential energy 5 
boundary is analogous to the continuity of the tangen-
tial component of the electric field across a boundary 
between dielectrics. Similarly, conservation of electron 
probability current normal to a potential energy bound-
ary is analogous to conservation of power flow normal 10 
to a boundary between dielectrics. Lastly, we may re-
state the mapping of the inventive method as follows 
for using existing optical design methods and existing 
optical designs: (1) use the following eleotron wavevec-
tor k=[2m*(E-V)Uin place of the optical wavevector 15 
and (2) use the following electron wave amplitude re-
fractive index [(E-V)/m*]l78 in place of the optical 
index of refraction in expressions for reflectivity and 
transmissivity at a boundary. 
In light of our discovery, we have determined that 20 
the inventive superlattice electron wave devices such as 
interference filters share common characteristics with 
thin-film optical interference filters. As a result, it is 
useful to review some of the primary properties of these 
optical filters and, in so doing, we will, at the same time, 25 
be reviewing characteristics of inventive superlattice 
electron interference filters. 
A simple type of narrow bandpass optical interfer-
ence filter is a Fabry-Perot filter. It is comprised of a 
half-wavelength layer, frequently referred to as a 30 
"spacer" in the optical literature, which is sandwiched 
between reflectors. In the case of an all-dielectric 
Fabry-Perot filter, the reflectors are stacks of high in-
dex, designated H, and low index, designated L, quar-
ter-wavelength layers. The FWHM of the bandpass of 35 
this type of filter can be reduced by increasing the 
reflectivity at the boundaries between the layers. This 
may be accomplished by increasing the ratio of the high 
index of refraction, nn, to the low index of refraction, 
nL. Furthermore, for a given number of layers, the 40 
higher reflectances occur with the high index, H, layers 
on the outside boundaries of the filter. The half-
wavelength, resonant layer at the center of the filter 
may be of high index of refraction, nn, or low index of 
refraction, nL, material. Thus, there are two basic types 45 
of all-dielectric Fabry-Perot interference filters. In the 
optical literature, these are symbolically represented as 
[HL]NHH(LH]N and H(LH]NLL(HL]NH where Hand 
L represent quarter-wavelength layers of high and low 
index of refraction materials, respectively, and N repre- 50 
sents the number of repetitions of the layer-pair type 
indicated in square brackets. 
Other important characteristics of all-dielectric inter-
ference filters which are well known to those of ordi-
nary skill in the art, which characteristics, in accor- 55 
dance with the inventive method also apply to the anal-
ogous. inventive solid state eleotron wave filters, are: 
length as measured in the material surrounding the 
filter; (5) a proportional change in the thicknesses of all 
layers produces a simple displacement of the transmit-
tance characteristic plotted as a function of the recipro-
cal wavelength; (6) if the thicknesses of all layers are 
increased by an odd integer factor, a passband will 
occur at the original pass wavelength and it will have a 
decreased FWHM; (7) as the angle of incidence upon 
the filter is increased, the pass wavelength is tuned to 
shorter wavelengths; (8) the transmittance characteris-
tic is relatively insensitive to variations in the reflectivi-
ties and thicknesses of the layers; (9) normal dispersion 
causes a narrowing of the FWHM; and (10) the filter is· 
effective over only a limited range since sidebands nec-
essarily occur on either side of the passband. 
Specific nomenclature well known to those of ordi-
nary skill in the art when referring to such filters is 
given as follows: (1) lhe range from the nearest pass-
band peak below the pass wavelength to the nearest 
passband peak above the pass wavelength is called the 
free spectral range, FSR; (2) the finesse is equal to 
FSR/FWHM; and (3) the resolving power is equal to 
pass wavelength/one-half FWHM. 
Using the above-described mapping we can deter-
mine the characteristics of a many-boundary semicon-
ductor superlattice system. This is done, as shown in 
Appendix II, by applying the chain-matrix approach 
commonly used in electromagnetics and by substituting 
the electron wavevector given by the inventiv mapping 
for phase quantities for the optical wave vector and by 
substituting the electron wave amplitude refractive 
index given by the inventive mapping for indices of 
refraction in the expressions for the reflectivity and 
transmissivity at a boundary. 
The following example shows how to translate an 
optical design into a solid state design. In this example, 
an optical thin film design that appears in a book by A. 
Thelen entitled "Physics of Thin Films," vol. 5, edited 
by G. Hass and R. E. Thun, Academic Press, New York, 
eds., 1969, in the chapter which starts at p. 47 is trans-
lated into a design for an electron wave filter. The opti-
cal design is an eleven-layer structure which exhibits a 
FWHM bandpass of 2.2% of the design pass wave-
length. In the notation of optical thin film design, the 
optical filter is designated 1.0 HL HH LHLHL HH L'H 
1.0; where 1.0 indicates air for the input and output 
regions, H indicates a quarter-wavelength thickness 
layer of high index (as measured in the medium), and L 
indicates a quarter-wavelength thickness layer of low 
index (as measured in the medium). Thus, the notation 
HH signifies a half-Wavelength thickness layer of high 
index. For the optical design, nn=4.0, IlL= 1.35, and 
IlL'= 1.83. For a pass wavelength of 1.00 um, the physi-
cal thicknesses of the layers for the optical filter are 
given as follows in Table I. 
TABLE I 
(1) the maximum transmittance of the filter is 100%; (2) Design Parameters for a Narrow-Band Optical Interference Filter 
the maximum transmittance occurs at the wavelength of the 1.0 HL HH LHLHL HH L'H 1.0 Type 
h h. k Optical Thin Film Filter for which (a) the spacer layer is a halfwavelengt t IC , 60 (Pass wavelength = 1.00 um) 
as measured in that material, and (b) the reflected layers ------~~:!.!:..!=R!!le:.!.fr~ac.=t:...iv.!.:.e~=-Th-ic-k-ne_ss __ _ 
are a quarter-wavelength thick, as measured in those Index (A) 
materials, which wavelength will be referred to below 
as the pass wavelength; (3) the FWHM decreases as the 
number of quarter-wavelength layers is increased; (4) 65 
the transmittance characteristic is symmetric about the 
pass wavelength when the transmittance characteristic 
is plotted as a function of the reciprocal of the wave-
Input Region 
Region 1 (H) 
Region 2 (L) 
Region 3 (L') 
Output Region 
1.00 
4.00 
1.35 
1.83 
1.00 
625.000 
1851.852 
1366.120 
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The corresponding electron wave superlattice filter 
design is obtained in accordance with the inventive 
mapping set forth above in the following manner. First, 
calculate the electron pass kinetic energy (E- Vo) in the 
input region, m=O, associated with the desired electron 5 
wave pass wavelength lame,o in the input region from 
the following equation: 
(E-Vo)=h212mo*lame,o2 (1) 
lected. Further, it is also important to note that just like 
optical thin film interference filters, the inventive elec-
tron superlattice interference filter can also be continu-
ously tuned to lower pass wavelengths and, hence, 
higher energies, merely by mechanically rotating the 
filter so as to increase the angle of incidence away from 
normal incidence. 
The above described method was applied to design 
the inventive filter 100 shown in FIG. 1. Specifically, 
where mo* is the electron effective mass for the input or 
m=O region. Second, calculate a scaling factor D to 
convert the quantity [(E-V m)/mm*]ifor layer m into 
ne,m(amplitude) for the same layer from the following 
equation: 
10 FIG. 3, shows the analogous optical interference wave 
filter design that corresponds to solid state filter 100 in 
FIG. 1. As previously discussed, filter 100 comprises 
superlattice 100 formed from layers of GaAs and Gao5. 
5Alo,45As, which superlattice 100 is surrounded by input 
15 and output Gao_55Alo.45As layers 131 and 132. The ef-
fective masses used in the design of filter 100 were taken 
from prior art literature to be m*(GaAs)=0.067mo and 
m*(Gao_55Alo.4sAs)=010435mo, where mo is the free 
=nol[(E-Vo)lmo•]! (2) 
where no is the refractive index of the input, m=O, 
region of the optical design. Third, calculate for each 
m-th layer, the required value of (E-V m) from the 20 
following equation: 
(E- Vm)=(nmfD)2mm* (3) 
where nm is the refractive index in the optical design for 
the m-th region and mm• is the electron effective mass 25 
for the m-th region. Fourth, calculate the thickness of 
the quarter-wavelength layers using the electron wave 
phase refractive index which gives the physical thick-
electron mass. The conduction band edge energies used 
were V(GaAs)=0.0000 eV and V(Gao.s5Alo.-
45As)=0.3479 eV and a monolayer thickness of both 
GaAs and Gao.s5Alo.45As was taken to be 2.82665 A. As 
a result, for these materials, 6 monolayers of GaAs 
(d1=16.9599 A) and 9 monolayers of Gao.55Alo.4sAs 
(d2=25.4398 A) both closely correspond to quarter-
wavelength layers at an electron wavelength of 101.652 
A or an electron kinetic energy of0.139456 eV as mea-
sured in the surrounding Gao.55Alo.45As. 
ness of the m-th layer as: 
30 The above described inventive structures can be fab-
ricated using techniques well known to those of ordi-
nary skill in the art such as, for example, molecular 
beam epitaxy. Further, in accordance with the present 
dmh1{2512[mm*(E-Vm)]l} (4) 
Then, by following this procedure, the optical thin 
film interference filter design is converted to an elec-
tron wave interference filter design. Selecting a pass 
wavelength of 100 A for the solid state filter, the result- 35 
ing kinetic energies (E-V) and thickness values are 
given in Table II, where for simplicity the electron 
effective masses are taken to be the free electron mass in 
invention, one can change the pass kinetic energy with 
a judicious selection of the composition of the materials, 
such as, for example, the ratio of Ga to Al in the above 
described example. Thus, to obtain a specified pass 
kinetic energy, the design procedure is as follows: (1) 
for a material system of the Fl-xGxH type, find values all layers in this example. 
TABLE II 40 of x such that an integer number of monolayers of the 
material is equal to a quarter wavelength at the pass 
Design Parameters for a Narrow-Band Electron Superlattice kinetic energy (E-V) as measured in the material; (2) 
Interference Filter Which Corresponds to an Optical Interference Filter of the 1.0 HL HH LHLHL HH L'H 1.0 Type select values of x which are separated as much as possi-
Electron Superiattice Filter ble in order to maximize the reflectivity at each bound-
______ _,.(P""'ass~W.;.;..::;av~e""le=n .. gt=h-=.......:.100"""'Ac::.)<-------- 45 ary (For example, in the abovedescribed example, this is 
Kinetic 
Energy (eV) Thickness (A) accomplished by choosing x=O and 0.45); and (3) a basic bandpass filter may then be constructed, as in 
optics, by sandwiching a half-wavelength layer be-
tween quarter-wavelength layers of alternating material 
Input Region 
Region 1 (H) 
Region 2 (L) 
Region 3 (L') 
Output Region 
0.015037 
0.240592 
0.027405 
0.050357 
0.015037 
6.25000 
18.51852 
13.66120 50 types (The FWH and the finesse are controlled by the 
number of surrounding quarter-wavelength layers, i.e., 
the FWHM is decreased and the finesse is increased as 
further quarter-wavelength sections are added). It sho-If the calculated thicknesses are too small for reason-
able practical fabrication of a semiconductor superlat-
tice or the thicknesses are less than monolayer thick- 55 
nesses, the thicknesses of all layers can be increased by 
an odd integer factor. Just as was described above for 
the case of an optical interference filter, this will cause 
the FWHM of the solid state filter to be decreased by 
the same factor and, as a result, the solid state filter will 60 
become a narrower band filter. For example, for the 
above described interference filter design, increasing 
the solid state layer thicknesses by a factor of 3 or 5 
reduces the FWHM from 2.2% of the passband wave-
length to 0. 73% or 0.44% of the pass wavelength, re- 65 
spectively. However, the finesse of the filter, i.e., the 
ratio of the rejected bandwidth to the pass bandwidth, is 
also decreased when these larger thicknesses are se-
uld be clear to those of ordinary skill in the art that the 
inventive superlattice devices may be comprised of 
layers which have a multiplicity of differing material 
compositions in addition to the type of device shown, 
for example, in FIG. 1, comprises a superlattice formed 
from layers of only two different materials. The designs 
having layers of more than two different materials may 
result from the need to fabricate a ·solid state analog of 
a particular type of optical thin-film device. 
In designing solid state devices in accordance with 
the present invention, one can choose an appropriate 
·material composition which will provide the quarter-
wavelength and half-wavelength layers required by a 
particular filter design by trial and error. However, we 
will now describe a preferred embodiment of the inven-
11 
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tive method which provides a systematic method for 
choosing such compositions in a particular case. Con-
sider a material system which forms a continuous set of 
alloys of the type F1-xGxH. The range of usable compo-
sitions is given by the range in x from 0 to Xmax. for 5 
example. This occurs because there may be a possi~le 
transition at Xmax from a direct energy bandgap matenal 
to an indirect energy bandgap material such as occurs in 
the case of Ga1-xAlxAs. Although there is no prohibi-
tion in principal against the use of indirect ban~~ap 10 
materials, they cannot be used where the trans1t1on 
between a direct and an indirect bandgap material or 
between two indirect bandgap materials requires a 
change in momentum. This is because ~e are d~~ing 
with wave effects that occur in substantially colhs1on- 15 
Jess motion. 
In considering the systematic method for choosing 
material compositions, assume the solid state electron 
wave filter is comprised of three types of ~ate~als: (1) 
20 the materials which surround the superlatt1ce, t=O re-
gions, have compositions xo; (2) the materia~ in the high 
refractive index regions of the two-matenal superlat-
tice, i= 1 regions, have compositions x1; and (3) the 
material in the low refractive i~dex regions of the. t~o- 25 
material superlattice, i=2 regions, have compos1t~ons 
x2 The monolayer thicknesses are r1 and r2 for the t= 1 
and i=2 regions, respectively. The electron potential 
energ Y in the three regions, as is well known in the art, 
above two equations gives the following quadratic 
equation for composition Xi: 
ACx,l+(AB-CEp)x;+(hZ/32mo)[(2q;-l)2!p,1r,1]-
-BEp=O (10) 
This equation can be solved by the well ~nown for-
mula for quadratic equations. In order to des1~n a super-
lattice interference filter, at least two solutions for Xi 
must be found in the range from 0 to Xmax· The smallest 
value of xi within this range will become x1, the compo-
sition of the high index material. The value of Pi that 
produces 1 becomes p1, the number of monolayers of 
type 1 material used to make a quaz:er:wav_elength 
layer. Similarly, the largest value of Xi w1thm this range 
will become x2, the composition of the low index mate-
rial. The value of Pi that produces x2 becomes p2, the 
number of monolayers of type 2 material used to make 
a quarter-wavelength layer. 
To allow the broadest range of solutions, Vo is set to 
V max· For a specified pass kinetic energy (E- Vo), the 
value of Ep is then determined. ~u~~e~, to minimize the 
total thickness of the filter, qi ts 1mt1ally set equal to 
unity. Then the quadratic equation is repetitively evalu-
ated for Pi= 1,2,3, ... until all of the positive real roots 
in the range from 0 to Xmax are found. If only one root 
or no roots are found, then the procedure must be 
started over with changed parameters. The quantities 
that can be varied are the integerqi. the surrounding 
material composition xo which changes Ep. and the 
is given by: 30 crystallographic direction of growth which _changes ri. 
After x1, p1, x2, and P2 have been determmed as de-
scribed above, the other parameters of the filter can. be 
calculated. The potential energies V;, the effective 
masses mi*, the electron wavevector magnitude ki, and 
V;=delEc=Ax;i=O, 1,2 (5) 
where delEc is the change in the energy of the conduc-
tion band edge and A is a constant. Further, it is also 
well known in the art that the electron effective mass in 
the three types of regions is given by: 
m=(B+Cx;)mo=O,l,2 (6) 
where Band Care constants and mo is the free electron 
mass. The electron kinetic energy in the i-th region is 
(E-Vi)=h2/2millami2· The total electron energy_ to ~e 
passed by the filter is designated Ep. The pass kinetic 
energy as measured in the various regions is thus: 
(7) 
where (lamp)iis the pass wavelength as measured in the 
i-th region. The overall pass kinetic energy of the filter 
as measured in the material surrounding the superlattice 
is Ep-Vo. This is the pass kinetic ene~gy tha_t is _speci-
fied by the user and is thus the startmg pomt m the 
design procedure. Using the above equations and solv-
ing for pass wavelength gives: 
(lamp);=hl{2mo[-ACx,l+(CEp-AB)x;+BEp]} 1-
12i=0,l,2 (8) 
35 the electron wave amplitude refractive index ne(am-
plitude)i can be computed in accordance ~ith the 
above-described equations for each type of region. 
As an example, consider the following example for 
the Ga1.xAlxAs material system. This is an advanta-
40 geous material system because all compositions are 
lattice matched for these alloys. For growth along the 
[100] direction, the monolayer thickness is 
r=ri =r2=2.282665 A. The material is a direct gap 
semiconductor for x less than or equal to 0.45 and, as a 
45 result, this represents the usable composition range. 
Further, for Ga1-xAlxAs, A=0.77314eV, B=0.067 and 
C=0.083. 
As an example, to design a Ga1-xAlxAs superlattice 
interference filter with a pass kinetic energy of 0.20 e V 
50 such as might be useful for an emitter in a high speed 
ballistic transistor, the following calculations are per-
formed. Let xo=xmax=0.45. Thus Vo=0.347913 and, 
since Ep-Vo=0.20eV, then Ep=0.547913 eV. Letting 
qi= 1, the composition Xi is evaluated for Pi.= 1,2,3, .•• 
55 until all of the positive real roots are found m the range 
of O to 0.45. For the present case there are two roots, 
i.e., x2 =0.3984 corresponding to p2 =6 and xi=0.2063 
corresponding to Pi=7. The smaller value of x;is desig-The thicknesses of the superlattice layers are desig-
nated di for i= 1,2. These thicknesses must be integer 
multiples of the monolayer thicknesses ri. Further, these 60 
thicknesses must also be odd multiples of a quarter 
wavelength as measured in these regions. These con-
straints may be expressed as: 
nated x 1 and the larger value x2. The thickness of the 
Gao.19Alo.21As quarter-wavelength layer is 
d1=p1r=19.7866 A, seven (7) monolayers. The thick-
ness of the Gao.wAlo.40 As quarter-wavelength layer is 
d2=p2r= 16.9599 A, six (6) monolayers. The electron 
effective masses in the three regions are calculated to be 
mo=0.10435mo, m1 =0.084126moo, and 
m2*=0.10007mo. The pass kinetic energies in the three 
d;=p;r;=(2q;- l)(lam);/4i= 1,2 (9) 65 
where Pi is the integer number of monolayers for the 
i-th region and qiiS a positive integer 1,2,3, ..• Using the 
regions are Ep-Vo=0.2000 eV, Ep-Vl=0.3884 eV, 
and Ep-V2=0.2399 eV. The electron wave amplitude 
13 
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refractive indices normalized to the surrounding i=O 
regions are ne(amplitude)o= 1.000000, ne(amplitude)l 
= 1.552027, and ne(amplitude)2 = 1.118372. For a 13-
layer Fabry-Perot interference filter of the form 
[HL]3HH[LHP· these calculated material characteris- 5 
tics produce a filter having a pass band of 0.20 eV and 
a FWHM of 15.4 meV. 
Repeating the above-described procedure, Ga1. 
xAlxAs superlattice filters were designed for pass ki-
netic energies for 0.14 e V up through 0.20 e V, the range 10 
of energies potentially most useful in ballistic transis-
tors. The positive real roots are shown in Table III for 
6 through 10 monolayer thicknesses. Roots must be in 
the range from 0 to 0.45. At the 0.14 eV low end of this 
energy range, there are essentially four roots. At the 15 
0.20 e V high end of the energy range, there are two 
roots. 
Note that, like their thin-film optical counterparts, 
semiconductor superlattice interference filters will be 
relatively insensitive to variations about the design 20 
composition values. Further, the effects of nonparabolic 
and anisotropic energy band structure, if present, may 
be incorporated into the design process by using an 
energy dependent effective mass. Still further, there is 
considerable flexibility in the design of semiconductor 25 
superlattice interference filters. For example, other odd 
multiples of a quarter wavelength may be used 
q;=2,3,4, ... , the surrounding material can be changed 
to alter Vo, and other crystallographic growth direc-
band and wide band), impedance transformers (antire-
flection devices), and high reflectance surfaces (mir-
rors). In addition, the filters can have Butterworth 
(max;mally flat), Chebyshev, elliptic function, or other 
types of characteristics which are well known in the art. 
Further in addition, such inventive devices may be used 
to provide monoenergetic electron sources for an entire 
class of devices such as electroluminescent devices, 
photodetectors, and ballistic transistors. Still further in 
addition, such inventive devices may be used to aid in 
contolling, shaping and filtering freespace electron 
beams to provide electron spectrometers, electron li-
thography and electron diffraction analysis of crystals. 
In addition to the above, in accordance with the pres-
ent invention, one can guide electrons or holes by, for 
example, injecting them into a semiconductor layer 
which is sandwiched between superlattices which have 
been designed, in accordance with the techniques de-
scribed above, to provide total reflection. 
In terms of nomenclature, it should be clear to those 
of ordinary skill in the art that references to electron 
energies being above the potential barriers, correspond 
to energies, as shown in FIG. 2, which are above the 
conduction band. Further, it should also be clear to 
those of ordinary skill in the art that similar references 
for holes correspond to energies which are below the 
valence band. 
tions may be used to alter ft. 
TABLE III 
Calculated compositions, values of x in Gat-xAlxAs, that produce 
one quarter-wavelength layers for the kinetic energies and number 
of monolayers indicated. In all cases, the surrounding material 
Lastly, it should be clear to those of ordinary skill in 30 the art that appropriate solid state materials for use in 
fabricating embodiments of the present invention in-
clude semiconductor materials such as, without limita-
tion, binary, ternary and quaternary compositions of, 
is Gao.ssAlo.4sAs and the monolayers are crystalline ( 100) planes 
and only compositions where x is less than or equal to 0.45 are 
used. 
35 among others, 111-V elements and II-VI elements. 
APPENDIX I 
Pass 
Kinetic 
Energy 
(eV) 6 
Number of Monolayers 
7 9 10 
The following illustrates the manner in which the 
mapping between quantum mechanical electron waves 
40 and electromagnetic optical waves is determined by 
---------------------- comparing equations which describe quantum mechani-0.140 0.0015 0.2902 0.3923 0.4513 0.4898 
0.145 0.0278 0.2996 
0.150 0.0502 0.3088 
0.155 0.0702 0.3180 
0.160 0.0885 0.3272 
0.4004 0.4588 
0.4084 0.4663 
0.4164 0.4738 
0.4244 0.4813 
0.4970 
0.5042 
0.5115 
0.5187 
cal electron wave transmission and reflection at a poten-
tial energy step with electromagnetic optical wave 
transmission and reflection at a boundary between two 
0.165 0.1057 0.3363 0.4324 0.4888 0.5259 45 dielectrics. 
0.170 0.1219 0.3453 0.4403 0.4963 0.5331 
0.175 0.1373 0.3543 0.4482 0.5037 0.5403 A. Electron Wave Transmission and Reflection At a 
Potential Energy Step: 0.180 0.1520 0.3632 0.4561 0.5112 0.5475 0.185 0.1662 0.3721 0.4640 0.5186 0.5547 
0.190 0.1800 0.3809 
0.195 0.1933 0.3897 
0.200 0.2063 0.3984 
0.4718 0.5260 
0.4797 0.5334 
0.4875 0.5408 
0.5619 
0.5690 
0.5762 
The equation describing the equivalent of Snell's law 
50 for electron wave transmission and reflection at a poten-
--------------------- tial energy step are derived under the following assump-
Clearly, those skilled in teh art recognize that further 
embodiments of the present invention may be made 
without departing from its teachings. For example, it is 55 
within the spirit of the present invention to provide a 
wide variety of hole wave devices as well as electron 
wave devices. In addition, it is within the spirit of the 
present invention that a wide variety of electron or hole 
wave devices which use electron or hole wave propaga- 60 
tion above the potential barrier can be fabricated which 
are analogous to electromagnetic optical wave devices. 
Further, in accordance with the inventive method, such 
devices can be fabricated using the ex; sting methods for 
determining optical designs and using the inventive 65 
mapping described above. Specifically, such devices 
include low pass filters, high pass filters, notch filters 
(narrow band and wide band), bandpass filters (narrow 
tions: (1) the phase of the transmitted electron wave at 
the potential energy barrier must be identical to that of 
the incident electron wave, i.e., this requirement of 
continuity of instanteous phase at a boundary is com-
monly referred to as "phase matching"; (2) the phase of 
the reflected wave must also be phase matched to the 
incident wave; and (3) the kinetic energy of a reflected 
electron wave is the same as that of an incident electron 
wave, i.e., this requirement of energy conservation im-
plies that the angle of reflection is equal to the angle of 
incidence. 
Define the following quantities: 
E=the total energy of an electron incident upon a po-
tential energy barrier of height VB 
k;= the magnitude of the incident electron wavevector 
k;=(2m1 *E)~ 
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m*=m1is the electron effective mass of the incident 
electron and m1 is the electron mass of the transmitted 
electron 
h=Planck's constant divided by 27T 
E-VB the kinetic energy of a transmitted electon 
kt=the magnitude of the transmitted electron wavevec-
tor 
kt= [2m2I(E- VB)]! 
@;=the angle of incidence 
@t=the angle of transmittance 
Using the above-stated assumptions and definitions to 
derive the equivalent of Snell's law for electrons pro-
vides, in terms of the electron energies, that: 
forth in Appendix I, in accordance with the present 
invention, the characteristics of a many-boundary solid 
state superlattice system can be determined by directly 
applying the techniques used in electromagnetics to 
5 design devices such as interference filters and, in partic-
ular, by applying the chain matrix design approach 
which is well known to those of ordinary skill in the 
art. 
The manner in which this occurs is illustrated as 
10 follows. Consider a solid state superlattice structure 
comprised ofM layers which is bounded on one side by 
an input medium designated as layer 0 and which is 
bounded on the other side by an output medium desig-
(A/-1) sin@1/sin@;=k;lk1 15 nated as layer M+ 1. In layer m-1 of the superlattice, the 
amplitude of an electron wave which is traveling in the 
positive direction and which is incident upon upon layer 
mis designated as U;,m. In layer m-1, the amplitude of 
the electron wave which is traveling in the negative 
The equation describing the transmitted and reflected 
electron wave amplitudes at a potential energy step are 
derived under the following assumptions: (1) the wave 
functions are continuous across the potential energy 
barrier and (2) the probability current density normal to 20 
the potential energy boundary is conserved. 
Define the following quantities: 
ro= the electron amplitude reflectivity at the potential 
energy barrier 
to=the electron amplitude transmissivity at the paten- 25 
tial energy barrier 
Using the above-stated assumptions ans definitions to 
derive expressions for ro and to provides: 
direction and which is reflected from layer m is desig-
nated as Ur,m· These complex wave amplitudes may be 
expressed in terms of corresponding amplitudes U i,m + 1 
and Ur,m+l which are incident upon and reflected from 
the boundary between layers m and m + 1 as follows: 
rui,ml= I Ur,m 
(Ail-1) 
2(E/m1•)lcos@; (Al-2) 30 I rl r1
e,ml rexp(ike,mdmcos@m) 0 l rui,m+ 11 
t;:;;; I re,m I 0 exp(-Jke,mdmcos@m) I Ur,m+ I 
to= (E/m1•)lcos@; + [(E - VB)lm2•]lcos@r 
(E/m1•)lcos@; - [(E - VB)lm2•]!cos@ 1 (Al-3) 
ro = (E/m1•)lcos@; + [(E - VB)/m2•]lcos@r 
B. Optical Transmission and Reflection At a Boundary 
Between Two Dielectrics 
In order to provide the comparison between quantum 
mechanical electron wave transmission and reflection at 
a potential barrier with the electromagnetic optical 
wave transmission and reflection at a boundary between 
dielectrics, we provide the following well known equa-
tions from optics: 
sin@1/sin@; = n1/n2 
n1cos@; - nzcos@1 
ro = n1cos@; + n1cos@1 
(Al-4) 
(AI-5) 
(Al-6) 
where te,m is the amplitude transmissivity of the inter-
face between layers m-1 and m, re,m is the amplitude 
35 reflectivity at the same interface, ke,m is the magnitude 
of the electron wavevector in layer m given in Appen-
dix I, is the thickness oflayer m, and @m is the angle of 
the wavevector direction in layer m. For a superlattice 
comprised of M layers, the total normalized transmitted 
40 electron wave amplitude U t,M + 1 in output layer M + 1 
and the total normalized reflected electron wave ampli-
tude Ur,o in input layer 0 are obtained by chain multi-
plying a total of M+ 1 versions of equation AII-1 to-
gether for each one of the M layers and one for the 
45 output layer. The result is: 
l~,.ol = (Ail-2) 
50 
M 1 rl re.ml rexp(ike,mdmcos@m) 0 l X m~l t;:;;; I re,m 1 I 0 exp(-}ke,mdmcos@m) 
Comparing equation (AI-1) with equation (Al-4) and 
comparing equations (AI-2) and (Al-3) with equations 55 
(Al-4) and (Al-5), We have determined that the two 
physical systems can be treated analogously by making 
the following inventive mappings: 
1 rl ~1e.M+ll r 0ur,m+ll le,m I re,M+ 1 I ~ 
and this can be solved directly for the electron wave 
amplitude transmissivity Ut,M+l and the electron wave 
amplitude reflectivity Ur,o-(Al-7) ne(phase) is proportional to [m*(E-V)]! 
(Al-8) nJ(amplitude) is proportional to [(E-V)/m*H 60 Equations of the form of equations AII-1 and AII-2 
APPENDIX II 
The following illustrates the manner in which the 
design of electromagnetic optical wave devices is 
mapped into the design of solid state quantum mechani-
cal electron wave devices. 
Using the mapping between quantum mechanical 
electron waves and electromagnetic optical waves set 
have been widely used over many years for the design 
of thin film optical coatings and filters. Types of devices 
that have been treated and for which extensive designs 
exist include low pass filters, high pass filters, notch 
65 filters (narrow band and wide band), impedance trans-
formers (antireflection coatings), and high reflectance 
surfaces (dielectric mirrors). 
What is claimed is: 
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1. A solid state quantum mechanical electron wave 
device comprising a superlattice structure which is 
comprised of a multiplicity of adjacent layers of semi-
conductor material, each of which layers has a potential 
energy barrier and supports substantially ballistic elec- 5 
tron transport at energies above the potential energy 
barrier of the layer. 
2. The solid state quantum mechanical electron wave 
device of claim 1 wherein teh potential energy barriers, 
electron effective masses, and thicknesses of the layers 10 
of teh superlattice structure are predetermined so that 
the device provides a predetermined transmissivity for 
electorns having kinetic energies in a predetermined 
range. 
3. The device of claim 1 wherein the potential energy 15 
barriers, electron effective masses, and thicknesses of 
the layers of teh superlattice structure are predeter-
mined so that the device provides a predetermined re-
flectivity for electrons having kinetic energies in a pre-
determined range. 20 
superlattice structure, each of which superlattice struc-
tures is comprised of a multiplicity of adjacent layers of 
semiconductor material, each of which layers has a 
potential energy barrier and supports substantially bal-
listic electronc transport at energies above the potential 
energy barrier of the layer and each of which superlat-
tice structures substantially totally reflects electrons 
having kinetic energy in a predetermined range. 
10. A solid state quantum mechanical hole wave de-
vice comprisigna superlattice structure which is com-
prised of a multiplicity of adjacent layers of semicon-
ductor material, each of which layers has a potential 
energy barrier and supports substantially ballistic hole 
transport at energies above the potential energy barrier 
of the layer. 
11. The device of claim 2 wherein teh potential en-
ergy barriers, effective masses, and thicknesses of the 
layers of the superlattice structure have values which 
are determined by predetermined analogy to values of 
optical indices of refraction and thicknesses of layers of 
an optical wave device comprised of a multiplicity of 
adjacent layers of dielectric material which provides an 
optical transmissivity for electromagnetic optical waves 
wh ich is substantially similar to the predetermined 
transmissivity for electrons. 
4. The device of claim 3 wherein the potential energy 
barriers, electron effective masses, and thicknesses of 
the layers of the superlattice structure have values 
which are determined by predetermined analogy to 
values of optical indices of refraction and thicknesses of 25 
layers of an optical wave device comprised of a multi-
plicity of adjacent layers of dielectric material which 
provides an optical reflectivity for electromagnetic 
optical waves which is substantially similar to the pre-
determined reflectivity for electrons. 
12. The device of claim 1 wherein at least one of the 
layers has a thickness which is substantially equal to an 
integral multiple of an electron quarter-wavelength in 
30 the material comprising the layer for electrons having kinetic energies in teh predetermined range. 5. The device of claim 3 wherein at least one of the 
layers has a thickness which is substantially equal to an 
integral multiple of an electron quarter-wavelength in 
the material comprising the layer for electrons having 
kinetic energies in the predetermined range. 35 
6. The device of claim 5 wherein the material of the 
layers alternates between a first semiconductor material 
and a second semiconductor material. 
7. The device of claim 1 wherein at least one layer of 
the superlattice structre is comprised of a material se- 40 
lected from binary, ternary and quaternary semiconduc-
tor compositions. 
8. The device of claim 5 wherein a first end of the 
super lattice structure is adjacent a layer of semiconduc-
tor material having a first predetermined conduction 45 
band height and the other end of the superlattice struc-
ture is adjacent a layer of semiconductor material hav-
ing a second predetermined conduction band height. 
9. A solid state quantum mechanical electron wave 
device for guiding electrons which comprises a semi- 50 
conductor layer disposed betwen a first and a second 
55 
60 
65 
13. The device of claim 12 w herien the material of the 
layers alternates between a first semiconductor material 
and a second semiconductor material. 
14. The device of claim 12 wherein a first end of the 
superlattice structure is adjacent a layer of semiconduc-
tor material having a first predetermined conduction 
band height and the other end of the superlattice struc-
ture is adjacent a layer of semiconductor material hav-
ing a second predetermined conduction band height. 
15. The device of claim 1 wherein at least one of the 
layers has a thickness which is substantially equal to an 
integral multiple of an electron quafter-wavelength in 
the material comprising the layer for electrons having 
kinetic energies in a predetermined range. 
16. The device of claim 14 wherein at least one of the 
layers has a thickness which is substantially equal to an 
integral multiple of a hole quarter-wavelength in the 
material comprising the layer for holes having kinetic 
energies in a predetermined range. 
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col. 9, line 37 "simplicity the electron" should be "simplicity the 
electron• 
col. 9, Table II "100 A" should be "10 run• 
col. 9, line 54 
col. 9, line 55 
col. 9, line 58 
col. 9, line 59 
col. 9, line 63 
"(A)" should be "(nm) 
"6.25000" should be "0.625000" 
"18.51852" should be "l.851852" 
"13.66120" should be "l.366120" 
•superiat·tice• should be •superlat·tice• (substitute •1• 
for "I") 
"less than monolayer• should be "less than monolayer• 
(substitute •1• for "l") 
"will" should be "will" (substitute •1• for "l") 
"filter• should be "filter• (substitute •1• for "I") 
"solid" should be "solid" (substitute •1• for "I") 
UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 
PATENT NO. 
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It is certified that error appears in the above-indentified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby 
corrected as shown below: 
Column 10 
col. 10, line 5 •merely by mechanicaIIy• should be •merely by mechanically" 
(substitute •1• for •1•) 
col. 10, line 6 •angle• should be •angle• (substitute •1• for "l") 
col. 10, line 13,14 "Ga05 -sA10_45As" should noe be divided. 
"Ga05 -sA10_45 As" should be "Ga0. 55Al0 • 45 As• 
col. 10, line 18 "010435" should be "0.10435" (Add decimal point.) 
col. 10, line 20 "Ga0. 55Al 0 __ •5As" should not be divided. 
"Ga0_55Al0 __ •5As" should be "Ga0_55 Al0 . 45 As" 
col. 10, line 22 "2.82665 A" should be "0.282665 nm• 
col. 10, line 24 "16.9599 A" should be "1.69599 nm• 
col. 10, line 25 "25.4398 A" should be "2.5498 nm" 
col. 10, line 26,26 "101.652 A" should be "10.1652 nm• 
col. 10, line 38 •material" should be "material" 
col. 10, line 39 "monolayers• should be "monolayers" (substitute "l" for "l") 
col. 10, line 45 "abovedescribed• should be "above-described" 
col. 10, line 50 "F\.!H" should be "FVHM" 
col. 10, line 54 •sho·uld" should be "should" 
col. 10, line 54 "should" should not be divided. 
col. 10, line 56 "layers• should be "layers• (substitute •1• for "l") 
col. 10, line 61 •solid" should be •solid" (substitute •1• for "l") 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 
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It is certified that error appears in the above-indentified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby 
corrected as shown below: 
ColW!ID 11 
col. 11, line 10 
col. 11, line 11 
col. 11, line 19 
col. 11, line 27 
•principal" should be "principle" 
•materiais" should be "materials" (substitute "l" for "l") 
•materiais" should be "materials" (substitute "l"'for "I") 
•erectron potential" should be "electron potential" 
(substitute "l" for "l") 
col. 11, line 26 
col. 11, line 28 
col. 11, eqn. (5) 
col. 11, line 34 
col. 11, eqn. (6) 
Tilere should be a period after "x2 " 
"energY" should be "energy• (substitute "l" for "l") 
"del" should be "A" 
"Axi-0,l,2" should be divided so that it ls "Ax 1 i-0,1,2" (Subscript i has also been added.) 
"del" should be "A" 
"m - (B + Cx1 )" should be "m1 • - (B + Cx1 )" (add subscript i 
and superscript *) 
col. 11, eqn. (6) "m0-0,l,2" should be "m0 i-0,1,2" (Addi and separate.) 
col. 11, line 42 
col. 11, line 42 
col. 11, line 43 
col. 11, line 44 
col. 11, eqn. (7) 
col. 11, line 48 
col. 11, line 54 
"m l" should be "m *• i 1 
"lam 2 • should be "A 2 " 1 •• i 
"filter" should be "filter" (substitute "l" for "l") 
"Ep" should be "EP • 
•21 *(lamP) 1 2 i-O,l,2" should be "2m1 *(AP) 1
2 i-0,l,2" 
"(lamp)i • should be "(AP) 1 • 
•waveiength" should be •wavelength" (substitute •1• for "I") 
PATENT NO. 
DATED 
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It is certified that error appears in the above-indentified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby 
corrected as shown below: 
col. 11, eqn. (8) "(lamP) 1 • should be "(lp) 1 • 
"BE 1 " 12 • should be "BE J)~ • ("])" should not be subscripts) pl l p 
(~should not be divid~d.) 
"/2i-O,l,2" should be "i-0,l,2" 
col. 11, line 61 
col. 11, eqn. (9) 
"aiso• should be "also" (substitute •1• for "I") 
"(lam) 1 • should be "(l,) 1 • CO:ange to Greek letter lambda 
and add subsript "p") 
col. 11, eqn. (9) 
col. 11, line 67 
"/4i-l,2" should be "/4 i-1,2" (Add spaces) 
"monolayers" should be "monolayers" (substitute "l" for "I") 
Colwpn 12 
col. 12, 
col. 12, 
col. 12, 
col. 12, 
col. 12, 
col. 12, 
col. 12, 
col. 12, 
col. 12, 
col. 12, 
col. 12, 
line 
eqn. 
line 
line 
line 
line 
line 
line 
line 
line 
line 
1 "following" should be "following" (substitute "l" for "l") 
(10) Eliminate the dot in"]'" so that it is just")" 
11 "material" should be "material" (substitute "l" for "I") 
12 "produces 1 • should be "produces x1 " 14 "layer• should be "layer• (substitute "l" for "I") 
15 "will" £..~ould be "will" (substitute "l" for "I") 
16 "mate-rial" should be "material" (substitute "l" for "I") 
17 "monolayers" should be "monolayers" (substitute "l" for 
"I") 
18 "Iayer" should be "layer" (substitute "l" for "I") 
28 "integerq • should be "integer q1 • 31 •x1 " shouid be •x1 • (lbe subscript should be one rather than 
L.) 
col. 12, line 34 
col. 12, line 42 
"electron• should be "electron• (substitute "l" for "I") 
r-r1-r2 -2.282665 A" should be r-r1-r2 -0.282665 nm" (A two has 
been eliminated from the number and the units have 
changed.) 
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It is certified that error appears in the above-indentified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby 
corrected as shown below: 
col. 12, line 49 
col. 12, line 52 
col. 12, line 52 
col~ 12, line 55 
col. 12, line 57 
col. 12, line 58 
col. 12, line 61 
col. 12, line 63 
col. 12, line 65 
col. 12, line 65 
col. 12, line 67 
Column 13 
•filter• should be •filter• (substitute •1• for "l") 
"xo•x••x-0.45• should be •x0-x •• z-0.45• 
"0.347913• should be •0.347913 ev• (Add •ev•) 
•real" should be "real• (substitute •1• for "I") 
•x1 • should be •x1 • (Ibe subscript should be one rather than L.) 
•p1 • should be "p1 
•19.8766 A" should be "1.98766 nm• 
"d2-p2r-16.9599 A" should be "d2 -p2 r-l.69599 nm" (The t:\.>o has been converted to a subscript and the units of the 
number have been changed.) * 
"m0 -0.10435m0 " should be "m0 -0.10435m0 " 
* •m1 -0.084126m00 • should be "m1 -0.084126m0 
"Ep-VI" should be "EP-V1 " 
col. 13, line 2 •n (a.mplitude)l" should be "n.(a.mplitude) 1 • (Make the l into a 
subscript.) 
col. 13, line 8 "Ga1 _zAlzAs" should not be divided. 
col. 13, line 53 •teh" should be "the" 
col. 13, line 59 "electron• should be "electron• (substitute •1• for "I") 
col. 13, line 64 •ex1 sting• should be •existing• 
UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 
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Page 12 of 15 
rt is certified that error appears in the above-indentified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby 
corrected as shown below: 
Colwpn 14 
col. 14, line 4 "max1 mally" should be "maximally• 
col. 14, line 11 "contolling• should be •controling• 
col. 14, line 17 "layer• should be "layer• (substitute •1• for "I") 
col. 14, line 20 "reflection• should be •reflection• (substitute •1• for "I") 
col. 14, line 21 "nomenclature• should be "nomenclature• (substitute •1• for "l") 
col. 14, line 21 "clear• should be "clear• (substitute •1• for "I") 
col. 14, line 22 "electron• should be "electron• (substitute •1• for "l") 
col. 14, line 27 "below• should be "below• (substitute •1• for "I") 
col. 14, line 43 "optical" should be "optical• (substitute "l" for "I") 
col. 14, line 52 "electron• should be "electron" (substitute "l" for "I") 
col. 14, line 54 "electron• should be "electron• (substitute •1• for "I") 
col. 14, line 62 "reflection• should be "reflection• (substitute •1• for "I") 
col. 14, line 68 "k -(2m *E)~• should be "k -(2m *E)~/~" 
i 1 i 1 
Col u.T.n 15 
col. 15, line 1 
col. 15, line 1 
col. 15, line 2 
col. 15, line 4 
col. 15, line 5 
col. 15, line 5 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
15, 
15, 
15, 
15, 
line 9 
line 10 
line 13 
line 15 
•m*• should be "m * 
1 
"m1 is• should be "m1 is" (Add a space between •m1 • and "is") 
•m • should be "m * 
"ht should be ·~· 2 
"Vi the• should be •v8 - the" 
•e ecton• should be "electron• 
•@• should be •s• 
•@• should be •s• 
"electron• should be "electron• (substitute •1• for "I") 
"(AI·l)" is the equation number and should be at the 
right-hand margin. 
UNITED ST A TES PA TENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
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It is certified that error appears in the above-indentified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby 
corrected as shown below: 
col. 15, line 15 
col. 15, line 15 
•@• should be •1• "k1 /k~ •should be •k1 /k~ - [m1 *EJ~/[m2 *(E - V1 ))~" 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
15, 
15, 
15, 
15, 
15, 
15, 
15, 
15, 
15, 
15, 
15, 
15, 
line 17 "amplitudes• should be •amplitudes• (substitute •1• for "l") 
line 24 •t0 • should be •t0 • line 27 •ans• should be •and" 
eqn. (AI-2) •@• should be "8" (3 places) 
eqn. (AI-3) •@• should be •s• (4 places) 
eqn. (Al-4) •@• should be "I" (2 places) 
eqn. (Al-5) The •t• in •t0 " should be larger. 
eqn. (AI-5) "@" should be •1• (3 places) 
eqn. (AI-6) The •r• in •r0 • should be larger. 
eqn. (AI-6) •@• should be •s• (4 places) 
line 56 ·~e• should be •we• 
line 59 "(Al-7)" is the equation number and should be at the 
right-hand margin. 
col. 15, line 60 "(Al-8)" is the equation number and should be at the 
col. 15, line 60 
col. 15, line 60 
col. 15, line 63 
right-hand margin. 
•n3 • should be "n0 " 
·~ should be a superscript. 
"illustrates" should be "illustrates• (substitute "l" for 
"I") 
col. 15, line 64 •optical" should be "optical" (substitute •1• for "l") 
UNITED STA TES PA TENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
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Colwpn 16 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
16, 
16. 
16, 
16, 
16, 
line 
line 
line 
line 
3 •directly• should be •directly" (substitute •1• for "l") 
4 "applying• should be "applying• (substitute "l" for "I") 
7 "skill" should be "skill" (substitute •1• for "I") 
23 "layers• should be "layers" (substitute •1• for "I") 
eqn .. (AII· l) Adjust: horizontal parts at top of brackets ( []) so 
that they are aligned with vertical parts. 
col. 16, eqn. (AlI·l) Add horizontal parts at bottom of brackets ([)) so 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
col. 
16, 
16, 
16, 
16, 
16, 
16, 
16, 
16, 
eqn. 
line 
line 
line 
line 
line 
that they are aligned with vertical parts. 
(AII·l) •@• should be "6" {2 places) 
37 •ts the thickness" should be "d• is the thickness" 
37 •@• should be "6" 
37 •m• should be a subscript. (It should read "'• ") 
42 •ur,o" should be •u •. 0 • (Replace large 0 with small o.) 
43 "total" should be "total" (substitute "l" for "I") 
line 45 "Iayer" should be "layer" (substitute "l" for "l") 
eqn. (AII-2) Adjust horizontal parts at top of brackets ({]) so 
that they are aligned with vertical parts. 
col. 16, eqn. (AII-2) Add horizontal parts at bottom of brackets ([)) so 
that they are aligned with vertical parts. 
col. 16, eqn. (AII-2) •@• should be "6" (2 places) 
col. 16, eqn. (AII-2) 
col. 16, eqn. (AII-2) 
In third line of the equation "t•,m" should be "t•,H+l 
In third line of the equation "Ui,m+l • should be 
"Ul,H+l" 
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Column 17 
col. 17, line 9 •teh" should be "the" 
col. 17, line 11 "teh• should be "the" 
col. 17, line 13 •electorns• should be "electrons• 
col. 17, line 17 "teh" should be "the" 
col. 17, line 40 "structre• should be •structure• 
col. 17, line 51 "betwen• should be "between• 
Colwpn 18 
col. 18, line 5 "electronc• should be "electron• 
col. 18, line 10 "comprisigna• ahould be •comprising a• 
col. 18, line 16 "teh" should be "the" 
col. 18, line 24 "which" should be "which" 
col. 18, line 31 •teh" should be "the" 
col. 18, line 32 "wherien• should be "wherein" 
col. 18, line 43 "quafter• should be "quarter• 
Attest: 
Attesting Officer 
Signed and Sealed this 
Twenty-sixth Day of April, 1994 
BRUCE LEHMAN 
Commissioner of Parents and Trademarks 
